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The interference pattern of light in a Fabry-Perot cavity with one moving 
mirror is studied both experim entally and theoretically. Both the changing size 
of the cavity and the Doppler shift cause modifications in the pattern relative to 
the Airy function behavior characteristics of the fixed cavity.
A m oving mirror Fabry-Perot cavity is constructed by m ounting a mirror 
on an air carriage. The Fabry-Perot cavity is aligned by adjusting the mirrors 
until an Airy function is produced. The mirror is m oved causing the new 
interference pattern. This interference is recorded on a Tektronix 2230 digital 
oscillascope so it can be compared to the computer sim ulation. The carriage 
velocity is varied from — 1 m m /s to ~  5 cm /s and the cavity length is varied 
from ~  .5 m to ~  2m.
The m oving mirror Fabry-Perot cavity becomes m isaligned with very 
little  m ovem ent of the mirrors which can cause problems w ith the experim ent.
The interference produced by the misaligned cavity is similar to the interference 
from the aligned cavity. To confirm alignment the mirror is m oved at a very low 
velocity, ~1  m m /s, and an Airy function is produced.
The experim ental results agree very closely with the theory. The moving- 
mirror Fabry-Perot cavity produces an over-shoot on the interference pattern.




Aligning the cavity is very difficult. A slight mirror adjustm ent causes 
the cavity alignment to change drastically. At low velocites, the interference 
produced with the m isaligned mirror looks like an Airy function but does not have 
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IN TR O D U C TIO N
T he Fabry-Perot interferometer is of considerable importance to modern 
optics. Because of its high resolution, the instrum ent has m any applications such 
as precisely measuring wavelengths, analysing spectral line strucure. and 
determ ining the refractive index of gases. It also forms the resonant cavity of 
lasers. The simple interferometer consists of two plane-parallel, highly reflecting 
surfaces, usually glass or quartz with a thin reflective layer of silver or alum inum. 
The reflecting surfaces are separated by some fixed distance d. This distance 
usually varies from several m illim eters to several centim eters when the device is 
used as an interfeometer. W hen used as a laser cavity, the distance can be 
increased to hundreds of centim eters.
There are many possible variations of the sim ple Fabry-Perot cavity. Three 
will be discussed here. First, the flat mirrors that define the size of the cavity  
can be replaced by spherical mirrors. 1 Spherical-mirror Fabry-Perot 
interferometers are widely used as laser cavities because such a ’’confocal” cavity  
allows for more stable lasing. A parallel plate laser becomes unstable with only a 
slight m isalignm ent. The spherical-mirror interferometer can also be used as a 
spectrum  analyser. For this device the mirror separation must be precise, which 
is a stringent requirement, but worth achieving because of its advantages. It has
1Hercher, Michael 1968. The Spherical Mirror Fabry-Perot Interferomenter. 
Applied Optics. T (no. 5): 951 - 966.
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high light gathering power, does not need the input radiation to m atch the 
transverse m ode of the cavity and is capable of displaying spectral information in 
the form of m ultiple beam  interfernce patterns. It is also superior to a plane 
parallel interferom eter when using incoherent sources.
Another im portant variation in the sim ple Faby-Perot interferometer involves 
adjusting the air gap between the two mirrors. The original form of the 
instrum ent w ith one fixed and one m ovable mirror was tried and abandoned 
because the m ovable mirror was m ounted on a screw-driven carriage and the 
construction was difficult.2 Instead, the distance between the mirrors is set by a 
spacer which is kept in place by the pressure of springs. The air gap between the 
plates can be changed by adjusting the spring pressure. A Fabry-Perot 
interferom eter of this kind can be used to resolve the fine structure of spectral 
lines. In other words if quasi-monochromatic light w ith two (or more) 
m onochrom atic com ponents is shined on the interferometer, the two different 
com ponents can be observed from the presence of two m utually displaced 
com ponents in the interfernce pattern.3
T he third variation of the sim plest Fabry-Perot interferometer is using two 
flat reflectors, one m oving and one fixed. The m oving mirror, instead of being- 
m ounted on a screw driven carriage, is m ounted on an air carriage. This will give 
sm ooth m ovem ent of the mirror along the length of the air table. W ith this type 
of cavity, two new effects can be seen. The m ovem ent of the mirror causes a
2Born, Max and Emil Wolf, 1959. Principles of Optics. 4th ed. New York: 
Pergamon. -329.
3Born and W olf, 333.
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Doppler shift, which changes the wavelength of light used to illum inate the cavity, 
which in turn, m odifies the interfence fringes that are produced. The changing 
length of the cavity  also causes alterations in the interference pattern. These 
dynamic effects form the substance of this thesis. To understand the new effects 
caused by a m oving-mirror Fabry-Perot cavity, the sim ple Fabry Perot cavity  
m ust first be understood.
The sim plest form of the Fabry-Perot cavity can be thought of as a parallel
l(k0X * ti.3 Q t‘)
thin film. W hen an incident wave, E =  E0e , hits the first mirror in
the cavity, part of the wave is reflected back and the rest of the wave is 
transm itted through. The transm itted part of the wave then hits the second 
mirror in the cavity; again, part is reflected, and part is transm itted. The waves 
will continue to reflect and transmit indefinitely. The interference pattern that 
results can be m athem atically described in the same way as thin film interference.








Fig. 1.1 Thin film interference. Enr is the n^1 reflected wave and En -'11;
IS the rr̂ - transm itted wave in the cavitv.
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T he resultant reflected scalar w ave function, E ^ , is the sum of all the reflected  
waves.
For each reflection in the cavity there is a difference in optical path  
lengths betw een adjacent rays. This difference is given by A =  277dcos0. For 
the case of a wave that is incident normally on the parallel mirrors and an air gap. 
© =  0 or 7r and 7 7 = 1  so A =  2d. Each contribution to the resultant wave has a 
different phase arising from the optical path length difference between adjacent 
waves, 6 =  k0A. Now the separate scalar wave contributions are:
E 2r =  E o r r r ’e
i(<5 - ui)
Making use of the fact that 0  =  0 or x, r ’ =  -r and rr ’ =  1 - r2. The resultant 
scalar wave can be written as a series that converges to:
( 1 . 1 )
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E ^  is a rapidly varying function with frequency of ~ 1 0 15 Hz, which averages to 
zero for short tim e intervals and can not be measured. Therefore we must measure 
the radiant power density
or the irradiance, Ij^. is the tim e average square of the reflected amplitude
given by:
XR =  - V s  ' (1'2)
Ej^ is the com plex conjugate of Ej^. The ratio of reflected irradiance to incident 
irradiance is called the Airy function. This pattern becom es sharper as the 
reflection coefficient becomes greater. ( fig. 1.2 ) These are the equations used in 




■2 =  0.18
r 2 =  0.04
t
Fig. 1.2 One m inus the Airy function.
In this thesis, the effects of having different reflectances ( i\  and r2 ) and a
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m oving mirror will be studied both theoretically and experim entally. The 
resulting m odification of equation 1.1 will be discussed in chapter 2 of the thesis.
An experim ent w ith a moving-mirror cavity has been set up and 
interference patterns have been recorded and analyzed. By comparing the theory 
to the experim ent, any effects not accounted for in the theory will be seen.
In the experim ent, a HeNe laser is used as the incident source. The light 
is sent into a Fabry-Perot cavity that has one mirror attached to an air table and 
the other fixed. The velocity is varied from approxim ately 1 m m /s up to 10 
cm /s. T he changing interference pattern is recorded and discussed in chapter 3.
Chapter 4 discusses the misaligned Fabry-Perot cavity. If the mirrors in 
the cavity  are not exactly parallel, the interference pattern deviates from the Airy 
function, causing Fizeau fringes. The change in the Airy function because of the 
m isalignm ent is also sim ulated on the computer. The interferometer is treated 
as a wedge-shaped thin film.
Finally, the theoretical and experim ental results are compared. The 
graphs of the interference patterns are superimposed and the differences and 




The moving-mirror Fabry-Perot cavity can be thought of as a thin film  
with a large distance between the reflecting surfaces just as shown in chapter 1. 
Consider an incom ing wave, E =  E0e V \  incident on the interferometer 
from the left. (fig.2.1) As the wave hits the first reflecting surface, part of the 
wave reflects while the other part of the wave transmits through through the film 
onto the other reflecting surface. Here, part of the wave is reflected and part is 
transm itted. This continues for an indefinite number of passes in the cavity.
The waves that are reflected or transm itted superimpose with each other to 




Fig.2.1 Interference pattern from a Fabry-Perot interferometer.
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Tlie derivation of the formulas for the reflected irradiance for the movable
mirror cavity follows the sam e steps as that done for the stationary mirror cavity. 
The difference is the way the frequency and the length are treated. The 
frequency is Doppler shifted upon reflection from the m oving mirror and the 
cavity length changes w ith tim e.
First, since the frequency is Doppler shifted, it can be w ritten as:
w’ u/Q ( 1 - ^  ) =  u 0 - Q ,
of light. The value 2 indicates that the wave is reflected from the moving mirror
cavity. The change in frequency can be generalized for n passes in the cavity to:
where
( 2 . 1 )
and the u  is the change in frequency for one com plete pass in the cavity and i*0 is 
the frequency of the incident wave. The change of frequency ^  comes from the 
first order Doppler shift, where v is the velocity of the mirror, and c is the speed
and travels back to the stationary mirror before it is transm itted out of the
(n - i)
~  U/Q - (n ■ 2)Q .
Second, the length of the cavity  also changes as the mirror moves. By the
T-3S89 9
tim e the first wave has reached the moving-mirror the distance d betw een the 
mirrors has changed by Ad =  vT , where T =  d/c, the tim e it takes the light to go 




Fig. 2.2 Change in distance betw een mirrors in an active Fabry-Perot cavity.
So the new distance d' =  d +  Ad =  d ( 1 +   ̂ ) for one com plete pass in the cavity.  
For n passes:
^  4  i  +  ) . (2.3)
Each wave that is reflected from the cavity now has a. different phase.  r>n =
( 11 1 ) ?
kAn - u/ t. where An is the difference in optical path length between
(n - l)’ , (n - 0 ’
adjacent rays, An — 2  rjd cos © and k =  - — -̂---- . For the case of parallel
T-3889 10
mirrors cos© =  ±1 because 0  m ust be equal to 0 or t for normal reflection off the
(n i V
second mirror. For an air filled gap, r/ =  1. Therefore An =  2 d Now
the phase can be written as
(n - i ) ’ (n - i ) ’ /n . y
s   Zui a , y 3 fdn — c u 1 •
T he equations for the each of the reflected waves can now be written. The 
reflection and transmission coefficients for each mirror, rl5 r2, r L, and r_, are taken 
into account.
En  =  Eor.’e1*1 ;
Er,  =  E o r .r r e 1̂
17 _  1? r (n ‘ ' L) 2J^n&rn — -^ori to 7"i e
It is assum ed that r^ =  -r^ E0 is the am plitude of the incident wave and n is the 
number of passes the wave has made in the cavity. The total reflected wave.
Ej^, can be written as the sum of all the reflected waves, +  ^ r2 +  ^T3
+  • • • +  Ern.
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The phase change following each reflection can also be determined:
52 =  -Wot +  +  Qt ;
53 =  -Cj0t -+ ^ d ’ +  +  Qt ;
4n =  +  Qt _ (2.4)
Again n is the number of passes in the cavity and d(n X) is defined as the length 
of the cavity  at n passes from equation (2.3).
The equation for <$n must be written in terms of known quanti t ies d. v. and
c. So
, n =  . ( i 5 _ 3 ) nrf +  Qt +  2.(n - l ) u avd  _ (2n - 3 ) ( n -  l)Q vd
then
c _  c , 2u0j (2n - 3)2ui0v J , 2w0v t , 2(n - l)u„vof 
dn - — dn - i  d ~ d  c----------c— d  d c ~ t d 5---------
(2n - 3)(n - l)v d 2 ^ 0v
c~ c
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The last term  goes as so it is small and can be ignored.
The sum for E-^ can now be w ritten as:
I? _  T? ( r i r _ 2 . ^ 2  , , (n " 2) (n ' l ) 2 i^n A
E j ^  — E q  (  r t e t  r 2 f i  e  4* • • • +  r* r 2 r i e  ) ?
which can be rewritten as
„  -iw0t f  . o i [ (2W0/ c )d - (2W0v / c 2)d +  (2U0v / c 2)d + [ 2w0v/c ] t  ]
R~ °e I ri +  r2T! e
(n - 2 ) (n - i) . 
. . . ~f" r̂  To TI
i { ^ n - i  +  ( 2uo/c)d  - [2(2n-3)w0v /c 2]<y-h[2u;<,v(n-l)/c2] +  [2w0v /c ]t  }
Substituting for u Q =  where lambda is the wavelength of incident light.A
can be written as the sum.
f  p -*( W * ) t  /  , o K ^ ! x )l d - (v / c ) d +  (v/c)<y + v t  ]E ^= E0e < r l -f- r2ri e
(2.5;
x £  ( r r e ^ 4^ A^  d ~ n̂v/ c ^ +  [y (n+l)/2c]</ +  Vt } | n. ,  1 
n = 2   ̂ I
Letting k =  4 t/A  and com bining the two terms of the exponential
To sim plify the expression even more, assume that rx’ =  - 1*! and use the fact that 
1 - iq2 =  r L2; then
_  ~i(27rc/A)t f 0 i/c[ d 4- vt 1
E^= E0e 1 1 rx 4- r2( l - rr)e  1 J
CO .
T-l — ̂  Vn = 2
i«{ d - [ v ( n - l ) / 2c]</ -f vt } vn.
r lr 2€ ) ( 2 .6 )
This final equation, (2.6), is the com bination of the terms that come from the 
Doppler shift and the changing length of the cavity. These terms are kept 
separate in equation (2.5) where the term  that comes from the Doppler shift 
involves 2^ d and the contribution from the change in length is •
The final equation, (2.6), is used in a computer program to show the 
theoretical change in the interference pattern due to the Doppler shift and 
changing cavity length. (Appendix A) The program is checked by using two 
lim iting cases, one being the velocity going to very low values, v — 0. and the 
other being a. change in the reflectances from low, r= .2 , to high. r= .9 . and
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comparing the results to a known interference pattern as given by the Airy 
function given in figure 1.2. (fig. 2.3)
r  =  .81
.16
r- =  .04
t
Fig. 2.3 Com puter simulation of the interference pattern using equation (2.6)
Going back to equation (2.5), one can separate each term in the exponetial 
to see what each effect contributes to the final interference pattern. Using a 
velocity of .05 m /s  and a cavity length of 1.0m each term can be distinguished  
when put in a computer program, (fig. 2.4) W hen all the extra terms are 
rem oved, the remainning equation is just that of thin film interference and results 
in an airy function. W hen the equation includes either the length term or the 
Doppler shift term, a different interference pattern occurs for each. Finally, 
when all the terms are included in the equation, a com bination of the two 
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THE M OVING-M IRROR FA BR Y -PER O T C AVITY
The effects of the moving-mirror Fabry-Perot cavity can both be predicted  
theoretically and also seen experim entally. A Fabry-Perot cavity with one 
m ovable and one stationary mirror is set up with an air gap betw een the two 
mirrors. A coherent radiation source is used to illum inate the Fabry-Perot 
cavity. This configuration of the Fabry-Perot cavity is the basis of the 
experim ental work in this thesis.
A laser is used as the coherent radiation source for the moving-mirror 
Fabry-Perot cavity. (Appendix B) The experim ental set up is shown in figure 
3.1. The actual Fabry-Perot cavity consists of two mirrors, M l and M2. M l is 
a 2 inch reflector which for a wavelength of 632.8 nm at normal incidence has a 
reflectivity of 95%. M2 is a 2 inch, 99.9% reflector at normal incidence. M2 is 
m ounted on a Dover air table that is 22 cm  long. W hen the carriage is pushed, 
the velocity of the carriage is constant along the length of the air table.
The remaining experim ental set up is used to produce the best interference 
pattern possible. The Hoya optical isolator is inserted so only the radiation 
propagating in the forward direction is transm itted. The isolator will also stop 
any reflected radiation from transm itting back into the laser cavity. A polarizing 
beam splitter is used to make sure the beam  is of only one polarization. The  







3.1 Experim ental Set Up
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inch, at which point it is sent through a collimating lens that sends a parallel 
beam into the Fabry-Perot cavity.
The collim ated beam enters the F abnr-Perot cavity through M l. The 
cavity acts like a thin film , producing interference as described in chapter2. The 
reflected beam is directed to an Ultra-High Speed Newport Photodetector. This 
detector, which has a rise tim e of below 200 ps, is sufficient to see the interference 
pattern.
To see the interference patterns, the output of the photodetector is run 
through a. Tektronix 7904A oscilloscope that is used as a. filter. Finally the signal 
is seen on a Tektronix 2230 D igital Storage Scope which aquires data at 10 
megas amples /  s .
A self-contained He-Ne laser is used to externally trigger both scopes.
W hen the beam is interupted by the m oving carriage, the oscilloscope is triggered. 
This will ensure the sdata are taken at the same place on each run. The data are 
stored in the digital osciloscope so it can be used with an IBM PC or a 
com patable com puter that will run ASYST software.
W hen starting to aquire data, care must be taken because the Fabry-Perot 
cavity is sensitive to slight changes in mirror alignment. Mirror 2 m ust first be 
moved at a very low velocity, on the order of 1 m m /s. As described in chapter 2. 
low velocities should produce an Airy function, (fig. 3.2a) A m isaligned cavity  
will produce changes in the Airy function at low velocities. (This will be 
discussed in detail in chapter 4.) When an Airy function is achieved the cavity is 
aligned. The carriage is then m oved at a higher velocity, cm /s , to see the
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changed interference pattern, (fig. 3.2b) Finally the carriage is again moved at a 
low velocity, if the Airy function is obtained, the cavity has stayed in alignment 
and the data is usable, (fig. 3.2c) If the Airy function is not obtained the cavity 
has become misaligned and the data can not be used.
Very small adjustm ents in the mirror alignm ent are obtained by using a 
pizo-electric crystal on one of the mirror m ounts. This crystal’s size will change 
by as little  as one wavelength when a sm all voltage is put across it. The cavity  
can be aligned to w ithin ~  10“ ' m.
Because the tim e between peaks is read off the oscillascope, the velocity of 
the carriage can easily be found. Thin film  interference produces a dark or light 
fringe every one half wavelength. The velocity of the carriage is found by  
dividing one half the incident wavelength by the tim e betw een two peaks of the 
experim ental interference.
Experim entally, there are two parameters that can be changed, the 
velocity of the air carriage and the length of the Fabry-Perot cavity. The 
wavelength of the source and reflectivities of the mirrors will be constant. Figure
3.3 has a cavity length of 1.47S m and varying velocities that show different 
velocities produce different interference patterns.
The size of the Fabry-Perot cavity m ust be varied from approximately  
40 cm up to two m eters. The air table is only 22 cm long, therefore the air table 
support must be m oved several tim es in the experim ent. W hen the cavity size is 
changed and the velocity of the carriage is similar, the interference is different.
(fig. 3.4)
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Chapter 4
THE M ISALIGNED C AVITY
The reason why the misaligned cavity is of such im portance is that the 
fringes are created by the tilted mirror are very similar to the change of 
interference pattern caused by the moving-mirror. A sim ple Fabry-Perot cavity  
is kept in alignm ent by optically worked spacers that are the same length. Once 
these spacers are rem oved, the cavity is much harder to align, and when one 
mirror is m ounted on a m ovable carriage, alignm ent is even more difficult to 
achieve. This is the m ost troublesome part of using a moving-mirror Fabry-Perot 
cavity.
As in a parallel cavity, a m isaligned cavity can be thought of as a thin 
film. In this case the film is in the form of a wedge w ith plane surfaces inclined
at a small angle a. (fig. 4.1)
Fig. 4.1 M ultiple reflections in a wedge shaped thin film.
ARTHUR LAKES LIBRARY 
COLORADO SCHOOL of MINES 
GOLDEN. COLORADO 8040'
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T he sam e approach that was taken in chapter 2  is followed here but m odifications 
for the angle a are included. First the total distance that is traveled by the wave 
on each reflection in the cavity is needed. Again d'  = d  +  A d  but the changing 
distance now includes a part that comes from the tilted mirror, so
dwedge =  +  v / c ) +  y ta n “  >
then
rfiedge^ = ‘'C1 +  ^ ~ c ^ )  +  (ytancr) .
where ytan a is the extra distance because of the tilted mirror.
Going back to <5 =  kA - u t  where A =  2r)dcos0 , assumptions where made 
about 0  =  0 or i ,  this is no longer the case so A =  2dcos© must be included in the 
calculation. For each reflected wave, Snells law can be used such that
77sin@n =  >7* sin[@’ +  (2n-3)a] , 
so
0 n =  ©’ +  (2n-3)a ,
for the wave reflected from M l and
?/sin©n =  ^’sinf© 1 +  2 (n-l)orJ ,
0 n =  0 ; +  2 (n -l)a  ,
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for the wave reflected form M2, where ©n is the angle at which the wave emerges 
from the film . This occurs when 77 =  77’, the index of refractions for the mediums 
are the sam e. The final angle, ©n changes from the incident angle because of the 
inclination by (2n - 3)a  or 2 (n -l)a , so for the angle of incidence normal to the 
surface, 0 ’ =  0, @n =  (2n - 3)a or 2 (n -l)a .
T he last modification that needs to be taken into account is the change of 
phase, <£, that needs to be taken into account for a single reflection off either 
surface. The frequency, w, is the same as it was for a parallel film.  ̂ ~  u/ 0
- (n - 2 )0 . Including all this and by writing out the change of phase for each
reflection in the cavity, the total change in phase can be written as
5n =  *(n 1) +  ^  +  cosP ( n " 1 )®] ~ — ^c— ~
+  « l  +  £ ^ )  cos[(2 n - 3)a] ^  ■- D *
+  ytana cos[2 (n - l)a ] —— ^
+  vtana cos[(2n - 3)a] —— ^
+  Ot . (4.1)
The lim iting case where a = 0 and 6 =  0 gives the same answer as equation 2.4. 
the parallel mirror case, for tana =  0 and cos[2(n - l)a ] =  cos[(2n-3)a] =  1 .
Equation (4.1) is used in a computer program (Appendix C) to see the
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change of interference. The tilted mirror causes the interference to change from 
the theoretical value. In figure 4.2, a very small tilt angle, a ~  ^r/32, causes the 
interference to change greatly. The interference has a large peak for the 
m isaligned case, where the aligned case is com pletely flat. In the following 
chapter this sam e effect is seen when the theory and experim ent are compared.
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a) v = .05 m /s  ; d = 1.0 m ; f  -- 0 : c- Tip'- :c :c 10"‘ )
-  .9 0 0 - j-
l 0 i
. S40----
.300 .900 2 .1 0
b) v = .05 m/s ; d =  1.0 m ; <f> cr ir/2 ; a ~  x/32 Time ( sec x 10-7 )
Fig. 4.2 Computer sim ulation of interference from a m isaligned cavity, 




The comparison of the theory and the experim ental data is the final step to 
understanding the effects of a moving-mirror Fabry-Perot cavity. The data are 
compared graphically to see the correlation between the experim ent and the 
theory.
The theoretical results were obtained by using the same tim e as the 
experim ental data. (Appendix IV, Appendix V) The difference in scale makes it 
hard to see the sim ilarities and differences in the two sets of data. This 
difference is not surprising because the am plitude of the incident wave for the 
theory was set at one. The am plitude of the incident experim ental wave is some 
fraction of one.
So to actually see how the two sets of data compare, either the theoretical 
results m ust be scaled down or the experim ental data must be scaled up.(fig. 5.1) 
The flat part of each data set is made to correspond on the graph by m ultiplying  
the theory by a fraction. This fraction is the am plitude of the incident 
experim ental wave compared to the incident theoretical wave. —.29. The graphs 
must start at the same point, so the m inim um  of each graph is found to within 
one data point. Each graph is then plotted starting with the minimum.
The experim ental data where the mirror is m oving at a higher velocity,
figure 5.1a, seems to agree with the theory very well. As stated in chapter 3. the
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parralelism of the Fabry-Perot cavity can be found w ithin ~ 1 0 “ 7 m. There is 
slight shifting of the experim ental points to the right, probably due to a slight 
m isalignm ent in the cavity. Figure 5.1b shows another fairly good agreement 
between the experim ent and the theory. There is still a slight shift to the right 
and an over shoot in the experim ental data. Finally, the largest difference can be 
seen in the lowest velocity, (fig 5.1c) The experim ental data has a definite shift 
to the right, caused by the misaligned cavity.
Experim ental data taken at similar velocities but different cavity lengths is 
compared with the theory at the same velocities and lengths, (fig. 5.2) The 
length of the cavity not only made a difference in the theory but made a 
difference in how easily the cavity was aligned.
Figure 5.2a shows that the experim ental data does not agree with the 
theoretical value. The experim ent has an over shoot that the theory does not. 
This is because the cavity  was misaligned. In figure 5.2c, the cavity length is 
over four times as large as 5.2a and the two sets of data seem  to agree very well. 
From these data sets, the longer cavity length was aligned better.
All the compared sets of data have a slight shift to the right and the peaks 
differ in height. This problem again goes back to the cavity alignm ent. No 
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Fig. 5.1 (a,b) Comparison of theory and experim ent, one cavity length,
different carriage velocities.
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c) v =  1.29 x 10"' m /s  ; d =  1.769 m
u a  iso.
Tim e ( sec x 5 x 10~5)
Fig. 5.2 (c) Comparison of theory and experim ent, one carriage velocity,
different cavity  lengths.
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Chapter 6  
CONCLUSION
T he moving-mirror Fabry-Perot cavity is an old idea that has been 
im proved. Using an air carriage allows the moving-mirror to have steady and 
sm ooth m otion. This makes it possible to see the Doppler and length-shift 
effects that could not be observed by a simple Fabry-Perot cavity.
T he theory produces an over shoot in the interference pattern. Instead of 
an Airy function, the moving-mirror causes the interference m axim um  to go above 
one, the upper lim it of the Airy function. This means, as the light bounces back 
and forth in the cavity, it ’’builds up” until it reaches an intensity that is greater 
than the incident intensity. The larger the cavity the larger the over shoot will 
be. This can be predicted by the way length shows up in equation 2.6, in the 
exponential of the sum  and is confirmed in the experiment.
W hen the velocity is varied, a similar over shoot is observed. As 
predicted, the faster the carriage is m oved, the greater the over shoot. At the 
lim it of low velocities, ~ 1  m m /s, both the theoretical and experim ental data show  
the interference looks like an Airy function.
The largest problem with the experim ent is the misaligned cavity. The 
sim ple Fabry-Perot cavity is sensitive to a small tilt of -  - /3 2  in either of the 
cavity mirrors. The moving-mirror Fabry-Perot cavity is perhaps more sensitive  
to m isalignm ent than the sim ple cavity. Because the moving-mirror cavity does
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not have the spacers aligning the cavity, it is difficult to get the mirrors just 
parallel. It is possible with much care. Also because the cavity is so sensitive, 
the quality of each component in the experim ent is im portant and that quality  
introduces error.
Comparing the experim ental data to the theory shows the experim ental 
data can affirm the over shoot in cases of a higher velocity, ~2-3  cm /s and at 
larger cavity  lengths. The difference between peaks is the same for each case.
At lower velocities the experim ental data does not quite lim it out at one. The 
data still has a small over shoot which m ight explain why the experim ental peaks 
are not as high as the theoretical peaks in som e cases. Again this goes back to 
the problem with aligning the cavity.
T he over shoot is interesting. How can the reflected irradiance become 
greater than the incident irradiance? Possibly the air gap between the two cavity  
mirrors works as a gain medium. W hen the mirror m oves, the waves can "build 
up” in the cavity, which they can not with a stationary mirror. The waves keep 
” building"* until the mirror is in the correct position for the waves to 
constructively interfere. Then the interference is transm itted out of the cavity  
causing the transm itted irradiance to be greater than the incident irradiance.
T he Doppler shift also effects the over shoot. The m ovem ent of the 
mirror slightly changes the frequency of the light on each pass in the cavity.
This frequency modulation causes the waves to interfere constructively with light 
that is only of a certain frequency. This com bined with the mirror position could 
cause the over shoot.
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\  ********* t h i s  PR O G RA M  USES THE DO PPLER AND LENGTH  
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\  ********* SHIFT EFFEC TS TO SIMULATE THE CHANGE IN 
\  ********* INTER FER EN C E p a t t e r n  c a u s e d  b y  a n d  a c t i v e
\  ********************** FA BR Y -PER O T CAVITY *****************:«:*:
 ̂ ********************* DEFINITIONS *************************^^*^
INTEG ER SCALAR TIM E  
SCALAR N






SCALAR R R 1
SCALAR RR2 
SCALAR D2 
SCALAR CONST  
SCALAR SHIFT  
SCALAR EO 




DP.C O M PLEX  DIM[ TIM E ] A R R A Y  TO P  
DIM[ TIM E ] A R RAY BO T  
DIM[ TIM E ] A R RAY ETT  
DIM( TIME 1 A R R A Y  BRAC
DP.REAL DIM[ TIME  
DP.REAL DIM[ TIME  
DP.REAL DIM[ TIME  
DP.REAL DIM[ TIME  
DP.REAL DIM[ TIME
A R R A Y  W W  
ARR A Y  D1 
ARRAY ITOT  
ARRAY IR 
ARR A Y  T
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DIM[ N ] ARRAY M




2.997925ES C : =








 ̂ L +  VT ******************************
\  ***** This uses the m athem atical description of a Fabry- ******
 ̂ * * * * * Perot cavity  when no extra terms are present ************
ŷ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
: TERMO
IN PU T r l (first mirror in Fabry Perot) ” # IN P U T  R R 1 : =
IN PU T r2 (second mirror in Fabry Perot) ” # IN P U T  RR2 : =
IN PU T  V ELO CITY OF CARRIAGE ” # IN P U T  VEL : =
IN PU T LENGTH OF CAVITY ” # IN P U T  LEN : =
IN PU T  TIM E SCALE (tim e between peaks , < >  0) ” # IN P U T  CONST : =
T [JRAMP 
T CONST * T :=
T SHIFT 4 - T : =
2. PI * C * LAM BDA /  T * W W  :=
K LEN VEL T * 4 - * D 1 :=
1 R R 1 2 ** - RR 2  * D 1 Z = 0+ IY  EXP * TOP : =
TIME 1 +  I DO
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0 TO TAL :=
N 1 +  2 DO
K LEN VEL T [ J ] * +  * D2 :=
R R 1 RR2 * D2 Z = 0 + IY  EX P * 1 2 - * *  SUM :=  
SUM TO TAL +  TO TAL :=
LOOP
TOTAL BO T [ I ] : =
LOOP
R R 1 NEG TO P BO T* +  BR AC  :=
EO W W  Z = 0 + IY  - 1  * EXP * BRAC * ETT :=
ETT CONJ ETT * 2 /  IR : =
IR EO 2 ** 2 /  /  ITO T : =
T ITOT X Y .A U T O .P L O T
ARTHUR LAKES LIBRARY 
COLORADO SCHOOL oi  MINEt 
GOLDEN. COLORADO 804fP
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 ̂ ******************** L “j" VX - NVL /  C ************** ** * *** * * * * *
\  ***** This includes only the term s contributed by the ê***̂ ê e**̂ e 
 ̂ ***** Dopier shift ********************************************
\  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
: TERM D
IN PU T  rl (first mirror in Fabry Perot) ” # IN P U T  R R 1 : =
IN PU T  r2  (second mirror in Fabry Perot) ” # IN P U T  RR2 : =
IN PU T  VELOCITY OF C A RRIAG E ” # IN P U T  VEL :=
IN P U T  LENGTH OF C A V ITY  ” # IN P U T  LEN :=
IN P U T  TIM E SCALE (tim e betw een peaks , < >  0) ” # IN P U T  CONST : =
T [JRAMP 
T CO NST * T : =
T SHIFT +  T :=
2. PI * C * LAM BDA /  T * W W  : =
K LEN VEL LEN * C /  - VEL T * +  * D 1 :=
1 R R 1 2 ** - RR2 * D 1 Z = 0 + IY  EXP * TOP : =
TIM E 1 4- 1 DO
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0 TO TA L :=
N 1 +  2  DO
K LEN I VEL * LEN * C /  - VEL T [ J ] * +  * D 2  :=  
R R 1  RR2 * D2 Z = 0+ IY  EXP * 1 2 -* *  SUM  :=
SUM  TO TAL 4 - TOTAL :=
LOOP
TO TAL BOT [ I ] :=
LOOP
R R 1 N EC  TO P BOT* +  BRAC : =
EO W W  Z = 0 + IY  -1 * EXP * BRAC * ETT :=
ETT CONJ ETT * 2  /  IR : =
IR EO 2 ** 2  /  /  ITOT :=
T ITO T X Y .A U TO .PLO T
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\  ******************** L “j” V T ~f“ (N “f*l)VL /  C *********************
\  ***** This includes only the terms contributed by the *********
 ̂ ***** changing length *****************************************
^  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
: TERML \  L +  VT +  ( N + l  ) VL /  2C LENGTH TERM
.” INPUT r l (first mirror in Fabry Perot) ” #  IN PU T  R R 1 : =
IN PU T r2  (second mirror in Fabry Perot) ” # IN P U T  RR 2  : =
IN PU T V ELO C ITY  OF CARRIAGE ” # IN P U T  VEL :=
IN PU T LENGTH OF CAVITY ” # IN P U T  LEN : =
IN PU T TIM E SCALE (tim e between peaks , < >  0) ” # IN P U T  CONST : =
T []RAMP 
T CONST * T :=
T SHIFT +  T :=
2. PI * C * LAM BDA /  T * VVW :=
K LEN VEL LEN * C /  - VEL T * +  * D1 : =
1 R R 1 2  ** - RR 2  * D 1 Z = 0 + IY  EXP * TO P :=
TIME 1 +  1 D O
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0 TO TAL :=
N 1 +  2 DO
K LEN I 1  +  VEL LEN * 2 C * /  * +  VEL T [ J ] * +  * D2 : =  
R R 1 RR2 * D 2  Z = 0 + IY  EXP * 1 2 - * *  SUM :=
SUM  TO TAL +  TOTAL :=
LOOP
TO TAL BO T [ I ] :=
LOOP
R R 1 NEG TO P BO T* +  BRAC :=
EO W W  Z = 0 + IY  - 1  * EXP * BRAC * ETT :=
ETT CONJ ETT * 2 /  IR : =
IR EO 2 ** 2 /  /  ITO T : =
T ITOT X Y .A U T O .P L O T
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\  ******************** L -f- V T " (N"1)VL /  C ** *** * *** * * * * * * * ** * * *
\  ***** This includes all terms, contributed by both the ********
\  ***** Dopier shift and changing length ************************
^  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
: TERM2
INPU T rl (first mirror in Fabry Perot) ” # IN P U T  R R 1 : =
INPU T r2 (second mirror in Fabry Perot) ” # IN P U T  RR2 : =
INPU T VELOCITY OF CARRIAG E ” # IN P U T  VEL :=
.w IN PU T LENGTH OF C A V ITY  ” # IN P U T  LEN :=
IN PU T TIME SCALE (tim e between peaks , < >  0) ” # IN P U T  CONST : =
T QRAMP 
T CONST * T :=
2. PI * C * LAMBDA /  T * W W  : =
K LEN VEL T * +  * D 1 : =
1 R R 1 2  ** - RR2 * D 1 Z = 0 + IY  EXP * TO P :=
TIME 1 +  1D O
0 TO TAL : =
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N 1 +  2 DO
K LEN VEL T ( J ] * +  I 1 - VEL LEN * 2 C * /  * - * D2 : =  
RR1 RR2 * D2 Z = 0 + IY  EXP * 1 2 - * *  SUM :=
SUM  TO TAL +  TOTAL :=
LOOP
TO TA L BO T [ I ] : =
LOOP
RR1 NEG  TO P BOT* +  BRAC :=
EO W W  Z = 0 + IY  -1 * EXP * BRAC * E TT : =
ETT CONJ ETT * 2 /  IR : =
IR EO 2 ** 2 /  /  ITOT :=
T ITO T X Y .A U T O .PL O T
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Appendix B 
LASER O PERATIO N
A laser is a device that is essentially an optical amplifier. Because a laser 
is used as the light source in this thesis it is im portant to know how they work.
A short discussion of radiation, absorption and em ission, and laser operation is in 
order.4
T he interaction of atoms with an electrom agnetic field can be described by 
three process: spontaneous emission, stim ulated absorption, and stim ualted  
em m ision. To understand these processes, we will assum e we have an atom ic gas 
that is characterized by two energy states, E x and E0.
Spontaneous emission occurs when some gas atom s are in an excited state, 
(fig. B .la )  W hen these excited atoms spontaneously give up thier energy and fall 
to a lower state, they em it a photon that has an energy hi/ =  E t - E0. This 
photon is em itted  in a random direction.
Stim ulated absorption occurs when an atom in state 0 absorbs a photon of energy 
hi/ =  E! - E 0, which will raise the atom to state 1. (fig. B .lb )  An external source 
of radiation w ith photons of energy hu must be present.
T he final process, stim ulated emision, also requires a external source of 
radiation. The external source has photons of energy hi/ =  E L - E0. When one 
of these photons passes by an atom  that is in state 1, the atom  drops to the lower
4Pedrotti, Frank L. and Leno S. Pedrotti. 1987. Introduction to Optics.
New Jersey: Prentice-Hall Inc., Chapter 7.
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state, (fig. B .lc )  The photon the atom  releases is of the sam e energy, direction, 
phase and polarization as the atom  that passed by. So now there are two 
photons instead of one, or an increase in am plitude of the stim ulating radiation. 
This is the process that am plifies the light in a laser.
The actual operation of a laser combines all of these processes and usually 
does not have a two state system . Its m edium  will consist of a gas (or other 
medium) that can have m any excited states and other interm ediate levels. For 
this discussion, E3 will be all the excited states of the m edium .
A pump w ith sufficient energy is coupled into the laser m edium . This 
causes a large number of atom s to be excited into the E 3 states. From these 
states, atom s will decay through various chains back to the ground state. Some 
atoms decay to a special level, E 2, which is called the upper laser level. This 
level is special because it has a lifetim e of the order of ~ 1 0 '3s, hundreds of 
thousands of tim es longer than other levels. Because the lifetim e of E2 is so 
large, many atom s accum ulate in level 2, thus causing a population inversion 
which is needed for light am plification. The pump used in this experim ent is a 
power supply that was constructed for use with a Helium  Neon laser tube. The 
pump sends a high voltage across the laser m edium, which excites the atoms in 
the m edium  causing the population inversion.
Now that a population inversion is established, stim ulated em m ision can 
occur. W hen an atom  decays from E 2 to E 1? by spontaneous emission, a photon 
of energy hi/ =  E2 - Ei is em itted . This will stim ulate another atom from level 













Fig. B .l Interaction of atoms w ith an electrom agnetic field.
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same direction, phase, energy, and polarization as the first. Therefore the 
incident radiation is amplified. After an atom is in level it will quickly decay 
to the ground state. Then if the pump is still in operation, the process will start 




Fig. B.2 The cycle for an atom  in a laser medium to produce coherent laser 
photons.
W hen the lasing m edium  is situated in a resonant cavity, the same cycle 
occurs, (fig. B.3) A highly reflecting mirror and a partially reflecting and 
partially transm itting mirror are the resonant cavity. The atom s in the medium  
are m ostly in thier ground state, (a) The pump excites the atoms to a higher 
energy level, (b) W hen population inversion happens, the process of light
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am plification is initiated by atoms that spontaneously decay from the E2 to the E, 
state. T he photons from this process radiate randomly in all directions, (c)
Many photons are lost through the sides of the m edium. A few of the photons 
are incident along the optical axis, or are perpendicular to the mirrors of the 
cavity. T he photons that are of the correct energy, or resonant photons, and 
along the optical axis, pass by the inverted atom s and cause stim ulated em ission  
that adds identical photons that bounce back and forth between the mirrors, (d.e) 
This will continue as long as there is a population inversion and resonant energy 
photons are in the cavity. Since one of the mirrors is partially reflecting, the 
radiation that is transm itted through this mirror is what makes the laser beam.
(f)
Ml M2
•  •  •  • ki / a / t o st
0 , 0  0 . 0  on/tinHn
X
K
> > o /  o» 0—0/ 0
> O •  A
o o o o
•  o o •  o
•  o
Fig. B.3 A laser m edium  is set in a resonant cavity, a) The atoms in the 
m edium  are all in the ground state, represented by the black dots, b) The pump 
excites the atom s (circles), c) Spontaneous emission starts the process of 
stim ulated em ission, d,e) light am plification begins and continues, f) The 
amplified light is transm itted from the cav ity .0
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There axe stable and unstable resonators as m entioned in chapter 1. The 
stability of the resonator is determined by the geom etry of the mirrors and the 
distance betw een them . If a resonator is stable the following condition is met:
0 < g ig2 < 1 ,
where
g i  =  1 - f e  ■
and 
g* = 1 - 1  ■
L is the length of the cavity and R x and R 2 are the radii of curvature of the 
mirrors in the cavity. For the resonator used in this experim ent, L = 2S cm: 
mirror 1 is a flat, (R x=co) high reflector with a reflectivity of close to 100%. 
(r=.999); mirror 2 is an output coupler with a reflectivity or 97.4%, (r=.974) and 
has a radius of curvature of R 2 =  120 cm. This m eans g L =  1 and g 2 =  -760 so 
the stablilitv condition is met.
The He-Ne laser used in this thesis, produces light in the same wav as 
described above. The helium neon system  has m any transitions that cause 
emission of photons at a different wavelengths. The most com m on, 632.S nm 
line, is the red laser that is used in the thesis. This transition is from the 
3s2 —2p4 state. Another transition is from 3s2 — 2p10 state, which produces a 
photon of w avelength 543.3 nm, or a yellow-green color. The intensity of this
T-3889 5S
transition is not as great as the ’’red” line transition. Many other transitions 
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\y ****************** ACTIVE FA B R Y -PE R O T  CAVITY ***********
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * x * * * * * * *
y ********************* DEFINITIO NS  ̂ ***** *= *** * ************* a
INTEG ER  SCALAR TIME  
SCALAR N
xe. x :< k




SCA LA R  VEL 
SC A LA R  LEN
SC A LA R  K 
SCA LA R  RR1 
SCA LA R  RR2 
SCALAR D2 
SCALAR CONST  
SC A LA R  SHIFT  
SCA LA R  EO 
SC A LA R  PHI 
SCALAR PHASE  
SCALAR ONE  
SCALAR TW O  
SCALAR CS1 
SCA LA R  CS2 
D P.C O M PLEX  SCALAR TOTAL  
SCALAR SUM
300 TIM E :=
100 N :=
DP.C O M PLEX  DIM[ TIME ] ARR A Y  TO P
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DIM[ TIM E ] A R RAY BO T  
DIM[ TIM E ] A R R A Y  ETT  
DIM[ TIM E ] ARR A Y  BRAC
D P.REAL DIM[ TIM E ] ARR A Y  W W  
D P.REAL DIM[ TIM E ] A R R A Y  D1 
DP.REAL DIM[ TIM E ] ARR A Y  ITOT  
DP.REAL DIM[ TIM E ] ARR A Y  IR 
DP.REAL DIM[ TIM E ] ARR A Y  T  
D IM [N  ] A R R A Y  M
 ̂ *  $  5 *  *  3fc *  *  sfc *  > e  s(e *  *  j)e *  SET UP *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  ^  *  *  *
VERTICAL G R ID .O FF  
HORIZONTAL G RID.O FF
632.SE-9 LAM BDA :=
2.997925E8 C :=
4 PI * LAM BDA /  K :=
1. EO : =
.0234 Y : =
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: F F  
H P 7 4 7 0
: BAK  
G RAPH IC S.D ISPLA Y  
NO RM AL.DISPLAY
 ̂ ******** ************ TILTED M IRROR *** * ** ********* ******* * **** *
\  ***** This includes all term s, contributed by both the ********
\  * * * * * Dopier shift and changing length ************************
: FIZ
INPU T r l (first mirror in Fabry Perot) ” # IN P U T  R R l :=  CR  
IN PU T  r2 (second mirror in Fabry Perot) ” # IN P U T  RR2 :=  CR 
IN PU T VELOCITY OF CARRIAGE ” # IN P U T  VEL := CR
INPU T LENGTH OF C A V ITY  ” # IN P U T  LEN := CR
IN PU T THE CH ANG E OF PHASE ” # IN P U T  PH ASE :=  CR
INPU T THE TILTED ANGLE ” #IN P U T  PHI :=  CR
T-3SS9 63
IN PU T TIM E SCALE (tim e betw een peaks , < >  0) ” # IN P U T  CONST : =  
CR
T QRAMP 
T CONST * T :=
LEN Y PHI TA N  * +  ONE :=
VEL LEN * C /  Y PHI TAN * +  TW O :=
PHI COS CS1 : =
2 PHI * COS CS2 : =
PH ASE 2. PI * C * LAM BDA /  T  * - W W  :=
K 2 PH ASE * K /  VEL T * 4-
ONE CS2 * .5 * ONE CS1 * .5 * 4- 4- * D l :=
1 RR1 2 ** - RR2 * D l Z = 0 + IY  EX P * TO P :=
TIM E 1 +  1D O
0 TO TAL :=
N 1 +  2 DO
K 2 PHASE * K /  VEL T [ J ] * +  CS2 ONE - +
VEL LEN * C /  2 - CS2 ONE * - +  * D2 : =
RR1 RR2 * D2 Z = 0+ IY  EX P * 1 2 - * *  SUM : =
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SUM  TO TAL +  TO TAL : =
LOOP
TO TAL BO T [ I ] :=
LOOP
RR1 NEG  T O P BOT* +  BRAC :=
EO W W  Z = 0 + IY  -1 * EXP * BRAC * ETT :=
ETT CONJ E T T  * 2 /  IR :=
IR EO 2 ** 2 /  /  ITO T :=
T ITOT X Y .A U T O .P L O T
T-38S9 65
Appendix D 
TEK W O RK .SK R
y  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  
********************* 3 /1 /89  PD H “SKR ****** *** ** * ** * >*= * ** * * * *
\  ***** t h i s  PRO G RAM  WILL TAKE D A TA  OFF THE TEK TRO NIX
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
\  ******* 2230 DIG ITAL SCOPE AND ALLOW Y O U TO PLOT IT 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
 ̂ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
 ̂ ****************** d e f f i n i t i o n s  ********************************
REAL SCA LA R  IT!
REAL SCA LA R  XINTERVAL  
REAL SC A LA R  YINTERVAL  
INTEGER SCALAR NUM
1020 NUM  :=
REAL DIM[ NUM  ] ARRAY VOLT  
REAL DIM( NUM  ) ARRAY TIME  
DIM[ NUM . 20 ] STRING .ARRAY CURVE
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\  ************************* SET UP *******************************
200 STRING SPECS  
200 STRING SPECIFICS  
20 STRING FILE.NAM E  
HORIZONTAL G R ID.O FF  
VERTICAL G R ID.O FF  
3 G PIB.DEVICE TEK2230 
CURVE ” G PIB .B U F F E R
\  *aexx*************** GETS TH E CURVE AND THE SCALING ************ 
 ̂ ************************** FROM  THE SCOPE *********************
: TEK.TALK
STACK. CLEAR  
SEN D .IN TER FA C E.CLEA R  
REM O TE.ENABLE.O N  
EOS.OFF
■’ DAT E N C :A SC ,SO U :R E Fl.C H A :C H l ” G PIB.W RITE  
” WFM? ” G PIB.W R ITE
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SPECS GP IB. RE AD SPECS ’’T Y P E
CR N O T E  *** IF PLOT PR O M PT  ON SCOPE IS OFF AND D A T A  HAS 
N O T BEEN
R E A D ”
CR A FT E R  5 SECONDS PRESS Ctrl Break AND CO NTINUE W ITH  
W ORD CO N V ER T ”
CR
” CURV? ” G PIB.W RITE  
ME LISTENER  
TEK2230 TALK ER
ASCII , EO S.C H A R A C TER  EO S.O N EOS.M ASK.ON  
G P IB .B U F FE R .R E SE T
NUM  l - l - l  DO \  READ ALL B U T  LAST POINT  
BU FFER .LISTEN  
LOOP
CR .” CURVE HAS BEEN READ ”
EO S.O FF  
STACK. CLEAR
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: ST R IN G .TO .N U M B ER  
STA C K .C LEA R  
NUM  1 +  1 DO
CURVE ” [ I ] ASCII , ”NUM BER  
IF
VOLT [ I ] := \  EACH PO INT SEPA R A TED  BY  ,
ELSE
CURVE ” [ I ] ASCII ; "NUM BER VOLT [ I ] :=  \  END OF STRING HAS ;
TH EN
LOOP
\  *************;*:******* STRING TO N U M B E R  **********
\  ***** This will take the string that the data was stored ******
\  ***** as on the scope and change it to numbers to be used *****
\  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  ;<e ae a< * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  ae
: C O NVERT
S P E C S " T Y P E
CR CR THE INCREM ENT BETW EEN  PO INTS IS GIVEN BY THE XIN
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AND YM U AND ARE TO ”
CR BE E N TER ED  AT THE PRO M PTS ”
BELL
CR .” E N T E R  XIN ” # IN P U T  XINTERVAL :=  
CR .” E N T E R  YM U ” # IN P U T  Y IN TERVAL :=
ST R IN G .TO .N U M B ER
CR A C O NVERSIO N FINISHED B
VOLT Y IN T E R V A L  * VOLT :=
TIM E []RAMP
TIME X IN TER V A L * TIM E :=
TIME VOLT X Y .A U T O .PL O T
\  ASCII FILE * * * * * * * ** *** * * * * * =¥= * x * * *
: CREATE.ASCII.FILE
CR A THIS W ORD CREATES AN ASCII FILE TH AT CAN BE CALLED BY 
G R APH ER ”
CR A OR BASIC OR ASYST ”
&&THUB LAKES LIBRARY 
OOLOIADO SCHOOL o4 MINES 
©OLDEN. COLORADO 80401
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CR CR THE N A M E FO R  THE DA TA  FILES USED M UST HAVE  
EXTENSIO N .D A T  "
CR FO R G R A PH ER  TO USE THEM ”
CR CR IN PU T  N A M E OF FILE FOR O U TPU T ”
CR "INPUT FILE.N A M E ”:=
CR ” SW ITCHING TO FILE O U TPU T — ON ER RO R  SW ITCH TO 
CONSOLE M ODE ”
17 11 FIX .FO R M A T
FILE.NAM E D E F E R >  O U T >FIL E
CONSOLE.OFF
NUM 1 +  1 DO




O U T>FILE. CLOSE
CR O U T PU T  R ETU R N ED  TO CONSOLE
 ̂ * * * * =4c * * s)e * * * * * * * * * * * s(e * * CREATE FILE * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * x * * * * * * 5,6
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\  **** This will take the data and create a file that can be ************** 
 ̂ ***** be called from A SY ST **************************************
: CRT
FIRST. A R R A Y > STACK  
N EXT. A R R A Y >ST A C K
CR NAM E OF THE FILE BEING CREATED ”
’’INPU T FILE.NAM E ”: =
CR .” COM MENTS ”
’’IN PU T SPECIFICS 
FILE.TEM PLATE
1 COMMENTS
REAL DIM[ NUM ] SUBFILE
2 TIMES 
END
FILE.NAM E D E FE R > FILE.CREATE  
FILE.NAM E D E FE R > FILE.O PEN  
SPECIFICS 1 > COMMENT  
1 SUBFILE VOLT A R R A Y >FILE
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CO M PARE.SK R
\  ********************** 8 /2 1 /8 9  SKR ****************afeafe**********
\  **************** THIS PROGRAM  ^HLL T A K E  ***********************
\  ********* A D A TA  FILE FROM  THE C O M PU TER  AND LET ************* 
y * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  YOU LOOK AT THE PLOT * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ^ 0 ; * *
 ̂ ****** ** ********** x * ON THE SCREEN **********5K=*********:»=:*:*-«:«:<=**
 ̂ ******************* DEFINITIONS *******************************
INTEG ER SCALAR PI SCALAR P2 
INTEG ER SCALAR R1 SCALAR R2 
INTEG ER SCALAR N 
SC A LA R  STA R T  
SC A LA R  NUM  
SC A LA R  NUU  
SC A LA R  XX  
SCA LA R  TIM E  
REAL SC A LA R  MNMA  
DP.REAL SCALAR LAMBDA  
SCALAR VEL
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SCALAR LEN  
SCALAR C SCA LA R  K 
SCALAR RR1 SCALAR RR2 
SCALAR D2 
SCALAR CO NST  
SCALAR SHIFT  
SCALAR EO  
SCALAR ST  
SCALAR SCALE  
SCALAR M NMA1 
DP.CO M PLEX SCALAR TO TAL  
SCALAR SUM
75 N : =
1020 NUM : =
204 TIME : =
16 S SCI.FO RM AT
REAL DIM[ NUM  ] A R R A Y  ST2 
REAL DIM[ NUM  ] A R R A Y  ST1 
DP.REAL DIM[ TIM E ] A R R A Y  W W
T-3SS9 i 5
DIM[ TIM E ] A R R A Y  D1 
DIM( TIM E ] A R R A Y  ITO T  
DIM[ TIM E ] ARR A Y  IR  
DIM[ TIM E ] A R R A Y  T  
DIM[ N ] ARR A Y  M 
D P.C O M PLEX  DIM[ TIM E ] A R R A Y  TOP  
DIM[ TIM E ] A R R A Y  BO T  
DIM[ TIM E ] A R R A Y  ETT  
DIM[ TIM E ] A R R A Y  BRAC
33 STRING  STFN A M  
28 STRING  ST1COM  
7 STRING  DELAY
 ̂ ************************** SET UP * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  * * s i c  * * * * * *  * *
VERTICAL GRID.O FF  
HORIZONTAL GRID.O FF
632.8E-9 LAM BDA :=
2.997925E8 C : =
4 PI * LAM BDA /  K :=
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1. EO :=
: FF  
HP7470
: BAK  
G RAPH ICS.DISPLAY  
N O RM AL.DISPLAY
i
 ̂ * * * * *  ̂ sfc * * * * * * * * * * * R,EA.D D A T A  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * x * * * * * * * *
\  ***** This will bring experim ental data that has been stored ***
\  ***** in files to the screen so they can be used by ASYST ******
: RR
CR .” D T FILE TO BE READ? ” CR  
’’IN PU T  STFNAM  ”:=
STFN A M  D E FE R > FILE.OPEN  
1 C O M M EN T> ST1COM ”:=
1 SUBFILE ST1 FIL E>A R R A Y
2 SUBFILE ST2 FILE>A R R A Y
T-3889
FILE.CLOSE  
CR ST1CO M  ’’T Y P E
)
y ************************ PREVIEW  D A TA  ****** * * *  *  *  * * * c *  *  * *  x as a s *  y *  * * 
\  ***** This w ill let you look at experim ental data ******ae****ac**
^  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
: PVU
F2 FU N C T IO N .K E Y .D O E S NO RM AL.DISPLAY  
F3 FU N C T IO N .K E Y .D O E S STA CK .DISPLAY  
F5 FU N C T IO N .K E Y .D O E S O U T >P R IN T E R  
F6 FU N C T IO N .K E Y .D O E S CONSOLE
HORIZONTAL G RID.O FF  
VERTICAL G R ID .O FF
CR PR ESS CR TO SEE PLOT : CR
"INPUT DELA Y
ST2 ST1 X Y .A U T O .PL O T
T-3889 "S
************************ FIND MINIMUM OF D A T A  ******************* 
***** This will find a m inim a of the experim ental data and ******
***** plot it so it can be compared with computer sim ulation ****
***** of the sam e parameters ************************************ 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
: MIN
25 S E T .# .P O IN T S  
ST1
LOCAL.M INIM A .
CR
W HICH M INIMA DO YOU W A N T TO LOOK AT? ” 
# IN PU T M NM A :=
CR
NUM 1 +  1 DO 
M NMA ST1 [ I ] /  1.001 >  =





W HERE IS THE M INIMA OF TH E GRAPH? ”
#  IN PU T STA R T :=
ST2 SUB[ STA R T , START NUM  - , 5 ] ST1 SUB[ STA R T , STA R T NUM  - , 5
]
XY. A U TO .PLO T
 ̂ ************************ FIND NIININIU1VI OF SIM!ULATION * * * *: * * * * * * « :•= =< 
\  ***** This will computer sim ulate experim ental data, find *******
\  ***** the m inim a of the sim ulation and then plot the ************
\  ***** experim ental and sim ulated data on the sam e graph *********
: TERM2
.” INPU T r l (first mirror in Fabry Perot) ” # IN P U T  RR1 : =
CR
INPU T r2 (second mirror in Fabry Perot) ” # IN P U T  RR2 : =
CR
INPUT VELOCITY OF CARRIAG E ” # IN P U T  VEL : =
T-3889 SO
CR
IN P U T  TH E LENGTH OF TH E C A V ITY  FO R THIS RUN ” # IN P U T  LEN 
CR
ST2 SUB( 1 , NUM  , 5 ] T :=
2. PI * C * LAM BDA /  T * W W  : =
K LEN VEL T * +  * D1
1 RR1 2 ** - RR2 * D1 Z = 0 + IY  EXP * TO P :=
TIM E 1 +  1 DO 
0 T O T A L  : =
N 1 +  2 DO
K LEN VEL T  [ J ] * +  I 1 - VEL LEN * 2 C * /  * - * D2 : =
RR1 RR2 * D2 Z = 0 + IY  EXP * 1 2 - * *  SUM :=
SUM  TO TAL +  TOTAL : =
LOOP
TO TA L BO T [ I ] : =
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LOOP
RR1 NEG  TO P BO T * +  BRAC :=
EO W W  Z = 0 + IY  -1 * EXP * BRAC * ETT :=  
ETT CONJ E TT * 2 /  IR :=
IR EO 2 ** 2 /  /  ITOT :=
T ITOT X Y .A U T O .P L O T
: M INI
25 S E T .# .P O IN T S  
ITOT
LOCAL.M AXIM A .
CR
.” WHICH M INIM A DO YOU W ANT TO LOOK AT? 
# IN P U T  MNMA1 :=
CR
TIME 1 +  1 D O  
MNMA1 ST1 [ I ] /  1.001 > =
T-3889 32





.” W HERE IS TH E M INIM A OF THE GRAPH? ”
# IN P U T  ST :=
T  SUB[ ST , ST TIM E - , 1 ] ITOT SUB[ ST , ST TIM E - , 1 ] 
XY. A U TO .PL O T
: PLOT
.” INPUT TH E SCALE FA C T O R  FO R THE E X P.D A T A  ” # IN P U T  SCALE := 
ITOT SCALE * SUB[ ST , ST TIM E - , 1 ]
G RAPH ICS.DISPLAY  
Y .A U TO .PLO T
PRESS E N T E R  TO SEE NEXT PLOT: ”
” INPUT DELAY
T-3889 S3
ST1 SUB[ STA R T , STA R T NUM  - , 5 ]
” + ” SYM BOL  
Y .D A T A .P L O T
: PLOTHP
IN PU T THE SCALE FA C T O R  FOR THE E X P.D A TA  ” # IN P U T  SCALE : =  
ITOT SCALE * SUB[ ST , ST TIME - , 1 ]
G RAPH ICS.DISPLAY  
HP7470
Y .A U T O .P L O T
PRESS EN TE R  TO SEE NEXT PLOT: ”
”IN PU T DELAY
ST1 SUB[ STA R T , ST A R T  NUM  - , 5 J
” + ” SYMBOL
Y .D A T A .P L O T
